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The debut graphic novel from Thai-Italian illustrator Elisa Macellari, Papaya Salad tells the story of her great-uncle Sompong who found
himself in Europe on military scholarship on the eve of World War II. A gentle and resolute man in love with books and languages, in search
of his place in the world, Sompong chronicles his life during the war and falling for his wife, finding humor and joy even as the world changes
irrevocably around him This Winner of the 2019 Autori di Immagini Silver Medal in the Comics category tells the human story of the War, from
a perspective not typically seen. "An historical and emotional journey through my family and my roots that are grown between Europe and
Asia. A personal narrative that needs to be shared and hopefully arouses empathy in the reader." -- Elisa Macellari
''Attack on Technodrome'' Part 4! Minutes remain before the Technodrome fully activates and Shredder, Krang and the Turtles all vie for
control. No side will be left unscathed in this epic climax as one character makes an ultimate sacrifice!
In Ammianus Marcellinus: An Annotated Bibliography, 1474 to the Present, Fred W. Jenkins surveys scholarship on Ammianus from the
editio princeps to the present.
An unprecedented comics collection of Scrooge McDuck's life story, this epic Duckburg serial is back for keeps in a beyond-complete
oversized full color deluxe edition--and comes slipcased with a special commemorative coin, available nowhere else!
Dopo il primo "Natale digitale" dell'editoria italiana, una mappa autorevole e indispensabile per orientarsi criticamente nel dibattito sulle nuove
scritture e il libro elettronico.
Chinese and Graeco-Roman ethics influence modern philosophy, yet it is unclear how to compare them. Clustered around the concepts of life
and the good life, this volume offers a comparative analysis of the core concepts of both traditions: human nature, virtue, happiness,
pleasure, the concept of mind, knowledge, filial piety and deliberation. It is thus an essential contribution to comparative ethics as regards
both content and method.
Politica, cultura, economia.

Collects comic strips involving the adventures of millionaire Scrooge McDuck, from 1947 to 2006, with a brief history of
the character and his significance within Disney comics.
Cartoons offer a satirical look at America through the experiences of Jimbo as his girlfriend is kidnapped by cockroaches
and he faces his fears of nuclear war
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Chronicles the life and career of one man involved for thirty-five years in American organized crime
The future is now! The high-tech city of Avantgarde has a cutting-edge robot police force--but it's just become the
Phantom Blot's deadly private army! Can Mickey brave high-tech horrors to stop his old foe? Or will Avantgarde decide
Mickey is part of the problem? Omigosh! Collects IDW's Mickey Mouse #16-18.
Herman Melville's tale of obsession on the high seas gets a feathery makeover in this adaptation that stars Donald,
Scrooge McDuck, and Huey, Dewey, and Louie! When his ship is destroyed and his lucky dime stolen by the monstrous
white whale Moby Dick, Captain Quackhab sets sail on a voyage of revenge against the fearsome leviathan. Joined by
Ishmael, his first mate Mr. Storkbuck, and the island triplets, Huqueg, Duqueg, and Luqueg, and his crew of ne'er-dowells, Quackhab won't rest until he gets his prize. But whales aren't the only danger the seas have to offer. Our heroes
must contend with giant squids, pirate crows, and mighty storms before even catching a sight of Moby Dick. And when
they finally come face to face with the great white whale, will any of them make it back to land in one piece?
"A new life begins for Marion when her mother inherits an old family house and decides to make it their new home. With
its own private beach and a view of the sea, the house has all the makings of a happy new life. But when Marion
discovers strange rock carvings nearby, and learns that a sinister-looking lighthouse watchman may be part of a local
legend come to life, it becomes clear that things are not as idyllic as they seemed."--Amazon.com.
A unique visual record of a terrible war: part artist's sketchbook, part travel notebook and part family album.
The Walking Man is a reprint of Jiro Taniguchi's most cherished title. It is a book in which nothing happens but everything
occurs. The Walking Man follows a modern day Japanese business man as he strolls at random through urban Japan often silent, usually alone - with his vivid dreams that let time stand still. Join him as he climbs a tree in bare feet, takes
time out to observe the birds, plays in the puddles after the rain and returns a shell to the sea. It is an ideal way for
readers and graphic novel-lovers to relax.
This special issue is devoted to new stories by celebrated Duck writer Geoffrey Blum, and features the art talents of Daan
Jippes, Daniel Branca, Massimo Fecchi, and Carlos Mota When rats invade Scrooge's money bin, the crisis creates a
Powerplay on Killmotor Hill, especially when lucky Cousin Gladstone gets involved! Next, in Scent of a Sorceress,
Magica De Spell attacks Scrooge with moly, a mystical hypnotic herb. Wag the Dog pits Huey, Dewey, and Louie's
favorite dog park against the threat of Scrooge's savings-and-loan mall. And finally Race for the Golden Apples, based
on a long-lost Carl Barks story idea, ensnares Donald, Daisy, and Magica into a most unusual contest of strength!
"Originally published in single magazine form as Airboy #1-4" -- title page verso.
A serial killer haunts the city streets, a stalker of isolated women who leaves a Santa Claus hat at the scene of his
crimes. Pavel, a Russian émigré, assists the police investigation as a sketch artist. But Pavel's true calling is as a tattoo
artist, and the so-called Bad Santa killings conjure up memories of the nightmarish world in which he learned his craft: a
Russian prison camp that shattered his childhood and destroyed his family. Shifting between the living hell of a 1940s
Siberian gulag and the crime-ridden chaos of New York City during the 1970s, this graphic novel's stunning artwork
provides an atmospheric backdrop to its tale of corruption, murder, and revenge. Author Jerome Charyn was acclaimed
by The New York Review of Books as "a fearless writer. Brave and brazen." This edition of Little Tulip, which was
originally published in French, features Charyn's new English translation. Award-winning illustrator François Boucq also
collaborated with Charyn on the acclaimed graphic novels The Magician's Wife and Billy Budd, KGB. Suggested for
mature readers.
It's a wild steampunk epic starring Donald, Mickey, and the gang in an entirely new world. Jump in for fantasy like you've
never seen... and cowardly Donald can only wish he hadn't! Welcome to Feudarnia--part pirates' cove, part space station,
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and part battlefield. It's under attack by "Meteormaster" Phantom Blot and his Meteorbeasts: giant predatory animals
made of enchanted stone! The sky city's only hope is wannabe "Beastbuster" Donald Duck... but with the terrible Beagle
Boys, Magica De Spell, and Pegleg Pete hot on his heels, are Feudarnia's days numbered? And will Uncle Scrooge
pluck Donald if he fails? Collects IDW's Donald Quest #1-5.
Frank Derrick is eighty-one. And he's just been run over by a milk float. It was tough enough to fill the hours of the day
when he was active. But now he's broken his arm and fractured his foot, it looks set to be a very long few weeks ahead.
Frank lives with his cat Bill (which made more sense before Ben died) in the typically British town of Fullwind-on-Sea. He
watches DVDs, spends his money frivolously at the local charity shop and desperately tries to avoid cold callers
continually knocking on his door. Then a breath of fresh air comes into his life in the form of Kelly Christmas, home help.
With her little blue car and appalling parking, her cheerful resilience and ability to laugh at his jokes, Kelly changes
Frank's extra ordinary life. She reminds him that there is a world beyond the four walls of his flat and that adventures,
however small, come to people of all ages. Frank and Kelly's story is sad and funny, moving, familiar, uplifting. It is a
small and perfect look at a life neither remarkable nor disastrous, but completely extraordinary nonetheless. For fans of
The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, The Extra Ordinary Life of Frank Derrick, Age 81 by J. B. Morrison is a quirky, lifeaffirming story that has enormous appeal. And it's guaranteed to make you laugh.
An Encyclopedic Reference of Disney Comics. From the United States to Italy, from France and Spain to Brazil, Turkey, Russia,
and beyond, noted comics historian Alberto Becattini traces the evolution of Disney comics around the world in the most
authoritative, comprehensive treatment of the "Disney funnies" ever put into print.
Collecting the best stories from Disney comics! Explore Duckburg and Mouseton with your favorite characters, big and small, as
they go on daredevil adventures! Includes stories featuring Mickey, Donald, and Scrooge McDuck, as well as the Beagle Boys,
Arizona Goof, Pegleg Pete, and the Phantom Blot! Donald and Fethry play Robinson Crusoe with Scrooge's luxury liner; Mickey's
hot on the trail of his Wild West desperado ancestor; the Beagles shake down Ludwig Von Drake's hi-tech history museum... and
much, much more!
THE GANG S ALL HERE! 75 years ago, Disney s flagship funnybook Walt Disney s Comics and Stories first landed in the shops.
Now dive into its history and heritage with a thrilling collection of tales! Donald Duck fails as a frontiersman in The Mighty Trapper,
runs numbers in Bet You Didn t, and protects a rare whistling flea in Magica s Missin Magic. Mickey and Goofy battle train robbers
in Ridin the Rails, a feature-length Silver Age epic in its first-ever reprint! And then the classic Comics and Stories supporting cast
bring the comedy... from Big Bad Wolf to Scamp to Oswald the Lucky Rabbit and everyone in between! Reprints segments of IDW
issues 721-726 plus IDW's WDCS 75th Anniversary Special."
A second collection of cartoon strips portraying the further adventures of Agrippina, her egg-headed boyfriend Modern and their
gang - two of whom, with their jealousy-inspiring, steamy affair and sticky embraces, are amongst the hazards of teenage life that
cause Agrippina to lose her cool.
Imagine if you will, a satirical retelling of Dante Aligheri's Inferno starring Mickey Mouse. This is the very first of the world-famouse,
er, famous Great Parodies featuring classic Disney stars in outrageous spoofs of the world's greatest stories.
He is brave, quick, and super-smart--he's DoubleDuck! Can Donald Duck save the day for a spy agency so secret it doesn't even
have a name? Join the adventure, filled with cool comic book art.
It s an epic-length Disney Comics treasure hunt complete in one book for the first time! When Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and
Uncle Scrooge McDuck team up to find and reassemble the twelve pieces of a powerful future-predicting amulet, they re in for
trouble with everything from lions, tigers, and ghosts to old enemies Pegleg Pete, Magica De Spell, and the Phantom Blot!"
In this collection of the award-winning newspaper strip, Mickey Mouse faces one of his most famous villains.
The Agency so secret that it doesn't even have a name has a case for DoubleDuck: Retrieve a stolen laptop that contains supersecret information before it gets into the wrong hands. But is it too late?
Couples a 1957 comic book by Carl Banks featuring Uncle Scrooge and Pygmy Indians with its sequel, which was created in 1990
by Don Rosa.
Zick has a huge secret: He can see invisible ghosts and monsters that no one else can. It’s his job to tame those monsters and
protect people. There’s just one problem: Zick is allergic to just about everything—including monsters! The Monster Allergy
adventure continues in this exciting second volume. There’s a giant monster plant growing beneath the streets of Oldmill Village,
and what’s worse, Zick’s mystical pet cat and monster tutor, Timothy, has been catnapped! It’s up to Zick and his friend Elena
Potato to rescue Timothy and all the other stolen cats—but they won’t find themselves up against any ordinary cat thief. The
despicable Magnacat might look like a normal businessman, but he’s actually a shape-changing Gorka—one of a dangerous race
of monsters that can take any form and control people’s minds! Magnacat is determined to take over the peaceful monster city of
Bibbur-Si and is hunting down special cats like Timothy to do it. Zick will have to rely on all his newfound monster-taming powers if
he’s to defeat Magnacat, but will it be enough? Find out in Monster Allergy, Vol. 2!
Life is about to change for Donald Duck, when he gets accepted to boarding school... in Mouseton! In the blink of an eye he goes
from Grandma Duck's farm to school in the big city, where he makes lots of new friends. However, this new life isn't as easy as it
seems, and Donald must learn to deal with new teachers, homework, competitions, and other challenges that come with school
life. Every day is an adventure at Jeremy Ratt Boarding School!
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